Two “Big Boys” Fall Before Dollar Lure
Sparkman Swindles Mathe Department—Hankins the Discrediting Council

COMMITTEE INVESTIGATES

Hankins Used Money to Buy Night Shirts and Hoyt’s Co-ogers—Salvation Guards Pajama and Monroe

Who could believe that an ex-president of the student body, a man of such accomplished hand in devotion and sarcasm, plus those technical peculiarities attached to math proofs, would ever fall before the mighty dollar? And who would think that the mighty Hankins with all his Irish salt, harmonics, and night shirts, would be come the victim of a woman’s persuasion?

Upon making the daring to Florida Hankins goes to the borders of the debating council where he obtained a check from Prof. Olson for $1000 which he cashes at $1000.00 in the process of adding the specified amount, and by losing Prof. Abrams into using a well-prepared chemical process to remove the writing on the check so that the words “one thousand” would be inserted instead. Fearing that his handwriting might be recognized Hankins hired Anna Swindell into writing the “one thousand” so as to make certain of his attack at avoiding the council. We understand that Hankins ordered Miss Swindell a wedding dress for her and services. (She says that due to the fact that she is a married woman, she will not need the dress but will accept it as a matter of courtesy.)

At the same time Sparkman ferried the math department out of $1000 or so for the purpose of employing his pupil with up-to-date instruments for the purpose of using the codes in extracting “code rows.”

When the money had last secured the three turned gentlemen into to go to Menasha’s Department Store where Hankins purchased a pair of nine dollar shirts and six pairs of Hoyt’s climbing socks. Hankins proceeded to buy a dozen pairs of pajamas and 16 monocles for future use at Oxford. Hankins’ purchases in buying volume was, as he stated, to produce vast dreams about future comfort, thereby creating a beautiful supply of material from which to produce poetry.

It was a few extra dollars when having the “Land of Flowers” they obtained rooms in the eastward hotel in the farthest point south visited. According to school-sanctions made by the two these rooms cost $800.00 early in the morning.

A very pleasant trip is reported, and for another story short, the investigating committee consisting of R. M., Smiley, Williams, Frank Ulwine, Earl Black, M. T. H. Firestone, K. R. Leffler, and Z. E. Bragg, decided that their participative duties should be cut off and that Hankins’ latest dates with one roofed should be limited to three per week, and that Hankins be required now continue sleeping in R.U.D.’s as usual for the same reasons which used to disturb the sleep of his contemporaries.

— U.S.C.

Last—The Dignity of the Hypo-

sian Society

It is extremely sad, not to say deplor-
able, outrageous, and even disastrous, the manner in which the members of the Hypo-sian Literary Society conducted themselves at their last meeting. These old, voluble and dignified members, such as Mabel Hackley, Elizabeth Lindsay, Sarah Meredith, and Anna Swindell, (you have no idea how impressively dignified Anna can be when she takes a notion — but don’t ever take her at her word) steered with hands uplifted in righteous indignation and horror while the demoniac disorderly spirit was disentangled from some of the brethren members. Grace King, Margarette Aitken, and Mary Viner, interjected jokes into the serious historical game. What ever is this country coming to, when such things as that take place in a supposedly respectable community! The whole world is terrorized straight for destruction — there is no longer any hope for anything when we see our campus invaded by such a group of spiritless, pleasure-loving, degenerate moral beings.

While Davis Burns

At midnight loosed the great clangous chime, The engines roar down the silent street. The blazing points dating with red, The students came with hastening feet.

For Davis, dearest of all schools, With priceless treasures in its keep, Is in great peril and needs your aid— Awake! Awake! From slumber deep!

In every kind of costume scant, The eager, dingle-jingle men, Into the building quickly rush, And doors of offices break in.

The professors see to cheer their zeal, Yates Snowden pleads with to save “Historic Concord,” by Kennedy, For which five dollars each he gives—

Dear Oscar Keith is moved to tears, And wrings his hands in deep despair, “My students grieved will be,” he cried, “To miss their class. It is not fair!”

Poof, Jackson says with his good smile, “We are all young but one. I pray, From verse and translation, give Rest to them for just one day—

Yes! says it would be a great world if the people could put as much faith In a man as a woman put in a safety pin.

A large five cent box of cough drops Lost on the desk in my property II class. J. D. Spink.

Summer Positions for Students

Students to work in the interest of Religious Education in the Home and to distribute Religious Literature. Definite guarantee of a liberal amount with opportunity of earning several times as much. Last summer several students earned over $1000.00 during vacation. No experience necessary. Also opportunity to travel and appear representatives. Write for full particulars and application at once. Universal Bible House, College Dept., 1940 Anti Street, Philadelphia.

WRIGHT’S DRUG STORE
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded

WRIGHT’S DRUG STORE
1214 George Street
(New Post Office Block)

Chorus Girl Tells Of Theatre Burning
Singleton Admits Guilt and Confesses Starting Camp Jack-
son Fires

LODGED IN STATE PEN

Tootsie Delch Who Was Playing
Two Accused in Arson
Occurred Turns Up Dick
Because Love is Scorned

A famous fire bug was brought to El Paso last Thursday afternoon in the police court by adding Tootsie Delch, a noted chorus girl of the Rivoli Theatre. She proved beyond a doubt that Dick Singleton, in the picture, New Bedford, South Carolina girl, and a low student in the University, but two years set free for 169 buildings, including 190 at Camp Jackson and the famous Rivoli Theatre fire, which occurred a few months ago.

While walking into the Rivoli the fire bug gave an excited exclamation, "Do you know anything about that?" he fairly be- lieved. "Ahh," she said mysteriously, “and here is the witness.”

On the afternoon before the fire she and another chorus girl went to the Green- trooms, in front of which Dick Singleton, in the picture, New Bedford, South Carolina girl, and a low student in the University, but two years set free for 169 buildings, including 190 at Camp Jackson and the famous Rivoli Theatre fire, which occurred a few months ago.

Tootsie boarded the Rivoli the fire bug gave an excited exclamation, "Do you know anything about that?" he fairly be- lieved. "Ahh," she said mysteriously, “and here is the witness.”

First Class Service
given University
Men

Dave Means
Barber Shop
14 Main St.
Phone 721